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Abstract: Reducing vessel resistance by using ventilated cavities has been a highly researched topic
in the marine industry. There is limited literature on ventilated supercavities near the free surface,
which indicates that their dynamic behavior is more complex than conventional ventilated cavities
due to the effect of the free surface. This paper employs numerical simulations to study the dynamic
behavior of the ventilated supercavity, taking into account the effect of the free surface. Numerical
simulations can predict gas leakage behaviors, cavity geometry, and internal flow structures. The
influence of the free surface shortens the length of the ventilated cavity and increases the diameter.
The presence of the free surface mainly changes the vertical velocity distribution between the free
surface and the cavity. The results show that there are two typical gas leakage mechanisms under
different immersion depths: twin-vortex tube leakage mode and re-entrant jet leakage mode. The
internal flow field of ventilated supercavity is classified into three regions: the internal boundary
layer, the ventilation influence region, and the reverse flow region. As the distance between the free
surface and the ventilated supercavity decreases, the ventilated supercavity is affected by both the
free surface effect and the gravity effect.

Keywords: ventilated supercavity; free surface; dynamic behavior; gas leakage

1. Introduction

Reducing vessel resistance by using ventilated cavities has been a highly researched
topic in the marine industry [1–4]. Numerous studies on ventilated cavities have demon-
strated that injecting non-condensable gas around the submarine surface can create a cavity
at low speeds and high environmental pressures, thereby effectively reducing the frictional
resistance of the submarine [5–8]. This is achieved by creating air-frictional resistance rather
than water-frictional resistance. This technology has been successfully applied to large
vessels [9]. Therefore, studying the ventilated cavitating flow is crucial for designing and
optimizing the next generation of submarines.

Experimental measurements are one of the most effective methods for investigating
the physical mechanisms of ventilated cavity flow [10,11]. High-speed imaging systems
and flow measurement devices can be used during these experiments to obtain information
on the gas leakage behavior, the cavity geometry, and the flow structures around the device.
Additionally, pressure sensors and force sensors can be used to measure the pressure inside
the ventilated cavity and the resistance of the marine structure, respectively [12]. Karn
et al. [13,14] conducted ventilated cavity flow experiments and obtained information on
the gas leakage behavior and the cavity geometry, as well as the cavity flow transition
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patterns, using a high-speed camera and a PIV flow field measurement device [15]. The
results indicated that analyzing the internal flow structure inside the cavity is helpful
for further understanding the flow regime and its transition patterns [16]. Qin et al. [17]
experimentally studied the partial ventilation of a submarine flat plate. They captured the
shape of the ventilated cavity under different working conditions using an imaging system
and used multiple parameters to form a ventilated cavity phase diagram, which provided
insights into the physical mechanisms of the cavity state transition. Barbara et al. [18]
developed a high-quality imaging and force measurement system that consisted of a mea-
surement balance, a pressure sensor, and a high-speed camera. Using this system, they
conducted an experimental study on the ventilated cavity flow over a 3D wall-mounted
fence and obtained the flow pattern and pressure distribution inside the cavity. Experimen-
tal results showed that the ventilation rate and cavitation number significantly affected
the cavity topology and resistance of the 3D wall-mounted fence. While techniques such
as PIV and high-speed photography can be used to obtain some flow parameters of the
cavity, measuring the internal flow field of the cavity influenced by the free surface is
still challenging.

Understanding the dynamic behavior of the ventilated cavity around a submarine
body requires knowledge of its internal flow and 3D geometry under different flow condi-
tions [19]. However, experimental measurement of this information is challenging. Instead,
numerical simulations offer a more effective way to obtain accurate gas leakage behavior,
geometry, and internal flow structure of the cavity, enabling a deeper understanding and
analysis of its behavior [20–22]. The numerical simulation can also provide a good anal-
ysis of the transient fluid dynamics of the cavity, including pressure, velocity, wake, and
vorticity field [23,24].

In a study by Lv et al. [25], numerical simulations were conducted on the ventilated
cavity surrounding an axisymmetric cylinder. The results showed that the simulated cavity
geometry agreed with the experimental findings. The ventilated cavity was found to
consist of three distinct parts: the internal boundary layer near the gas-water interface, the
ventilation influence region affected by injected air, and the reverse flow region opposite to
the flow direction. Ji et al. [26] proposed a three-component cavitation model that is well
suited for simulating ventilated cavity flow. The method is capable of accurately simulating
the internal flow characteristics and the geometric shape of the cavity, producing results
that are consistent with experimental results. Jiang et al. [27] simulated the geometric
shape of a ventilated cavity and the submarine drag characteristics, achieving agreement
with experimental findings. Furthermore, they proposed a resistance reduction scheme
based on the simulation results. Zhang et al. [28] analyzed the mechanism of ventilated
cavity transformation and the associated pressure evolution, and found that non-constant
evolution of the shedding of the vortex structures is the main cause of induced pressure
waves. Wang et al. [29] conducted both experimental and numerical studies of partially
ventilated cavities and supercavities, providing insight into the physical mechanisms
behind cavity transformation by analyzing the cavity geometry and the internal flow
field structure.

Previous literature on vaporous cavities or ventilated cavities near the free surface
indicates that the dynamic behavior of these cavities is affected by the presence of the
free surface [30–33]. Liu et al. [34] studied the ventilated supercavity generated by a
cavitator after horizontal movement close to the free surface. The results showed that the
gas leakage mode and the cavity surface curvature were affected by the presence of the
free surface, and the length-to-width ratio of the cavity also decreased with increasing
immersion depth. Moltani et al. [35] conducted experimental and numerical investigations
into the cavity shape, the gas leakage behavior, and the model drag coefficient under the
influence of the free surface. As the Froude number increased, the dimensions of the
ventilated cavity, including its length and diameter, increased, while the drag coefficient
decreased. Furthermore, the model drag coefficient increased with higher immersion
depths. Xu et al. [36] compared the cavitation flow regime with the influence of the free
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surface. The cavity shape is asymmetric and has three-dimensional flow features compared
to the case of infinite water depth. Xu et al. [37–39] studied the cavitation characteristics
surrounding an obtuse body near the free surface. The calculated cavity geometry and
shedding process were consistent with the experiment. A decrease in immersion results
in a significant change in the cavity geometry due to the presence of the free surface. Zhi
et al. [40] conducted a study on a vaporous cavity around a surface-piercing hydrofoil. They
found that the vaporous cavity under the effect of free surface exhibits three-dimensional
characteristics and its evolution is closely related to the re-entrant jet. It was found in the
available literature that the numerical simulation technique is feasible for studying the
interaction between the free surface and the ventilated cavity.

Currently, the research on the interaction between the ventilated supercavity and
the free surface is limited, with most studies focusing on the changes in the supercavity
geometry and model resistance. The mechanism underlying the interaction between the
ventilated supercavity and free surface is not yet fully understood. Therefore, it is essential
to investigate the gas leakage behavior, geometry, and internal flow structure of the cavity
near the free surface. This paper first discusses the ventilated supercavity geometry under
the influence of the free surface. Next, it examines the flow details inside the cavity, the
gas leakage behaviors, and the free surface elevation. Finally, it investigates the effect of
the ventilated cavity on the free surface and analyzes the underlying mechanism of the
interaction between the two. Compared with previous work, the unique contributions
in the present paper are: (1) the gas leakage mode and geometric shape evolution of the
ventilated cavity under the influence of the free surface are described in detail, and (2) the
mechanism of free surface-ventilated cavity interaction is extended.

2. Numerical Approach
2.1. Governing Equations

The numerical simulations were carried out using the commercial CFD code STAR-
CCM+ 13.06, which is based on the finite volume method. To obtain the free surface and the
ventilated cavity, the continuity equation and the momentum equation were employed [41]:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂(ρui)

∂xi
= 0 (1)

∂(ρui)

∂t
+

∂
(
ρuiuj

)
∂xj

= − ∂p
∂xi

+
∂

∂xj

(
µ

∂ui
∂xj
− ρu′u′ j

)
+ Sj (2)

where ui denotes velocity component in the i direction, ρ denotes the mixture density of
water and air, µ denotes flow viscosity, and p denotes pressure.

ρ = αaρa + (1− αa)ρl (3)

µ = αaµa + (1− αa)µl (4)

where α represents the proportion of water or air to the volume of the mixture and the
subscripts l and a indicate the water and air, respectively.

The standard k-ε turbulence model was applied to solve the equation, where the kinetic
energy k and turbulent dissipation rate ε were defined as [42]:
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where f2 represents a damping function, σk, σε, Cε1, and Cε2 denote model coefficients,
Te = k/ε represents the large-eddy time scale, and Sk and Sε are user-specified source terms.
Based on the source terms, Pk and Pε are production terms and T0 is a specific time-scale:

T0 = max(
k0

ε0
, Ct

√
v
ε0
) (7)

where ν represents the kinematic viscosity, Ct represents the model coefficient, and ε0
represents the ambient turbulence value [43].

2.2. Wave Damping

Due to the w-velocity having a large variation near the free surface and being related
to the wave height, to avoid the reflection of free surface waves, one possible approach is
to include a term of resistance in the equation for w-velocity [44]:

Sd
z = ρ( f1 + f2|w|)

eκ − 1
e1 − 1

w (8)

with:

κ =

(
x− xsd

xed − xsd

)nd

(9)

where f 1, f 2, and nd denote parameters of the damping model, w represents the vertical
velocity component, xsd denotes the initiation point for wave damping, and xed represents
the termination point for wave damping [40].

3. Numerical Setup and Description
3.1. Geometric Details and Calculation Process

The model [12] used in the paper consists of a cylinder capped with a hemispherical
end and a disk-type cavitator, as shown in Figure 1. This underwater body has a length of
75 mm and a diameter of 30 mm. The cavitator is a disk with a thickness of 5 mm and a
diameter of 15 mm, and it is connected to the underwater body through a cylinder-shaped
rod that has a length of 10 mm and a diameter of 5 mm. The specific parameters of the
model are given in Table 1. During the experiment, the air is ejected from a ventilation hole
in the connecting rod that links the cavitator to the underwater body.
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Table 1. Main dimensional parameters of the model.

Name Symbol Size Unit

Total length L 90 mm
Main body length Lb 75 mm

Main body diameter db 30 mm
Cavitator length Lc 5 mm

Cavitator diameter dc 15 mm
Connecting rod length Ls 10 mm

Connecting rod diameter ds 5 mm

Figure 2 displays the computational domain and boundary conditions. The free surface
was kept stationary in the calculation, and the immersion depth was altered by adjusting
the position of the model. The model is located within a rectangular parallelepiped with di-
mensions of 7 L in height, 5 L in width, and 13 L in length. Here, L represents the total length
of the model, which is L = 90 mm. The blockage ratio (B = db/(5L) = 0.03/0.45 = 0.066%)
is far less than this value (5%), so the size of the computational domain will not affect the
results [13]. At the inlet boundary, a uniform inflow condition is exerted with an inflow
velocity of U = 4 m/s (based on experimental settings). The pressure outlet is set to a
linear pressure proportional to the immersion depth, where the reference pressure is the
free surface pressure, Patm = 101,325 Pa. All other boundaries and the model’s surface are
defined as no-slip walls. To prevent reflected free surface waves, a wave damping region
with a length of L is imposed close to the outlet boundary and sidewalls, as illustrated
in Figure 3.
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To better define the initial flow conditions for calculations, the main flow parameters
were established and made dimensionless based on the cavitator diameter. The Froude
number (Frdc ), ventilation coefficient (Cqdc ), cavitation number (σc), and immersion depth
ratio (h*) are defined as follows:

Frdc = U/
√

gdcFrdc = U/
√

gdc (10)

Cqdc = Q/d2
cUCqdc = Q/d2

cU (11)

σc = (patm + ρghs − pc)/(0.5ρU2) (12)

h∗ = hs/dc (13)

Here, U represents the inlet boundary incoming flow velocity, g represents the ac-
celeration of gravity, dc represents the cavitator diameter, Patm represents the standard
atmospheric pressure, Pc represents the internal pressure of the ventilated supercavity, Q
represents the volume flow rate, hs represents the immersion depth, and ρ represents the
density of water.

Figure 4 displays a schematic of the ventilated supercavity flow pattern close to the
free surface, where U represents the free flow velocity, hs represents the immersion depth
of the model, Lcav represents the ventilated cavity length, O represents the origin point (0, 0,
0), and dcav represents the ventilated cavity diameter.
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To assess the influence of the free surface on the flow patterns of ventilated supercavi-
ties, the free surface was kept stationary in the calculation, and the immersion depth was
altered by adjusting the position of the model. The immersion depths include h* = 16.7,
5.7, 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, and 1.2, while the ventilation coefficient, Froude number, and cavitation
number are maintained at constant values. Note that h* = 16.7 represents an approximate
infinite water depth, as per the literature. Consequently, under this immersion depth, the
influence of the free surface on the ventilated supercavity is almost negligible. Conversely,
h* = 1.2 signifies that the model is nearly level with the free surface.

To solve the control equations in this study, the SIMPLE algorithm was utilized. The
spatial term was discretized using a second-order upwind scheme, while the temporal term
was discretized using a second-order implicit scheme. The convection term was discretized
using the central difference method, and the high-resolution interface capturing (HRIC)
scheme was applied to the volume of fluid (VOF) solution owing to its ability to track
sharp interfaces between two immiscible phases. To capture the transient characteristic of
cavitating flows, the time step was set as ∆t = Tref/400 = 1.125 × 10−4 s, where Tref = L/U,
which corresponds to the CFL = 0.9 and thus satisfies the calculation requirements [25].
The maximum internal iteration steps for unsteady simulations in each time step are 20
and the total numerical flow time in all cases is more than 1 s.

3.2. Mesh Details and Verification

The grid details are presented in Figure 5. To obtain high-resolution calculations for
the ventilated supercavity and free surface, the Cartesian grid method with grid refinement
was employed. A prism layer mesh and trimmed grid were subsequently established
based on the surface grid to construct the volume grid. Regarding the near-wall grid, the
boundary layer has 5 layers at a growth rate of 1.2, and thus the total thickness is 0.001 m.
As recommended by Lv et al., the value of y + at the wall surface of the body is smaller
than 60 [25]. Furthermore, the grid size around the model in the radial direction was
approximately 1 × 10−3 m. Additionally, a finer grid was adopted close to the free surface
with a sizing of 5 × 10−4 m. This complies with the suggested grid resolution for free
surfaces set by ITTC [45].
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To verify the grid independence of the ventilated supercavity close to the free surface,
three sets of grids were utilized. The grid details used in this study are described in
Section 3.2, with the refinement ratio set to be τ = N2/N1 = N3/N2 = 2, where N1, N2,
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and N3 represent the grid numbers of the coarse, medium, and fine mesh, respectively.
The coarse mesh has about 2.81 million grid nodes, the medium mesh has approximately
5.74 million grid nodes, and the fine mesh has around 11.9 million grid nodes.

Figure 6 displays the ventilated supercavity obtained from experiments and numerical
simulations based on three sets of grids under fully submerged conditions (Frdc = 10.4,
Cqdc = 0.25, c = 0.08, h* = 16.7). In addition, Figure 7 shows the ventilated supercavity
under shallowly submerged conditions (Frdc = 10.4, Cqdc = 0.25, c = 0.08, h* = 5.7). In
Figures 6 and 7, the blue isosurface (αv = 0.1) represents the ventilated supercavity ob-
tained from numerical simulations, while the cyan isosurface (αg = 0.5) represents the
free surface, the experimental data reprinted with permission from Ref. [12]. 2018, Jaeho
Chung and Yeunwoo Cho. It can be observed that both the cavity geometry obtained
from the calculations are in agreement with the experimental findings, and the gas leakage
mode at the closure region is also consistent with the experiments, with a twin-vortex
tube gas leakage mode being identified [12]. The shapes of the ventilated supercavity
obtained from different grids are generally similar, with some differences in closure region
position. This discrepancy is primarily due to a finer grid that more accurately captures the
gas–liquid interface.
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Figure 8 compares the ventilated supercavity obtained from the experiments and
numerical simulations. Figure 8a displays the fully submerged condition (Frdc = 10.4,
Cqdc = 0.25, c = 0.08, h* = 16.7), while Figure 8b illustrates the shallowly submerged condition
(Frdc = 10.4, Cqdc = 0.25, c = 0.08, h* = 5.7). The geometric dimensions of the ventilated cavity
obtained from the three sets of grids have small errors when compared to the experimental
results. However, there is a relatively large error at the cavity closure region due to the
strong unsteadiness and gas leakage occurring at this position. As the geometric shapes
of the free surface and cavity obtained from the three sets of grids are almost identical, a
medium mesh is selected as the final mesh to balance computational cost and accuracy.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the ventilated supercavity obtained from the experiments and numerical
simulations. (a) Fully submerged condition (Frdc = 10.4, Cqdc = 0.25, c = 0.08, h* = 16.7); (b) shallowly
submerged condition (Frdc = 10.4, Cqdc = 0.25, c = 0.08, h* = 5.7).
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Effect of Free Surface on the Supercavity Shape

Figure 9 show the free surface shapes and ventilated supercavity shapes at different
immersion depth conditions (h* = 16.7, 5.7, 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, and 1.2), where the blue isosurface
(αv = 0.1) represents the ventilated supercavity obtained from numerical simulations, while
the cyan isosurface (αg = 0.5) represents the free surface. Additionally, Figure 10 show the
shape of the ventilated supercavity at the mid-longitudinal plane for various immersion
depth conditions. It is observed that when the immersion depth is large, the ventilated
supercavity is significantly influenced by gravity and exhibits obvious asymmetry, with the
ventilated supercavity shifted upwards relative to the model’s symmetry line. A reduction
in immersion depth results in a more pronounced effect of the free surface on the ventilated
supercavity. This weakens the gravity influence and causes the tail of the supercavity to
shift downwards when compared to conditions at greater immersion depths. Additionally,
the gas leakage mode at the ventilated supercavity closure region has changed. Under
high immersion conditions (h* = 16.7, h* = 5.7, and h* = 3.0), the air inside the ventilated
supercavity leaks through two hollow tubes at the tail, exhibiting a typical twin-vortex
tube, as shown in Figure 9a–c. Under low-immersion conditions (h* = 2.0, h* = 1.5, and
h* = 1.2), the twin-vortex tube was shed under the action of the re-entrant jet, as shown in
Figure 9d–f.
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Figure 9. Free surface and ventilated supercavity for various immersion depths, where the blue
isosurface (αv = 0.1) depicts the ventilated supercavity obtained from numerical simulations, while
the cyan isosurface (αg = 0.5) represents the free surface. Left: main view; right: top view. (a) h* = 16.7,
(b) h* = 5.7, (c) h* = 3.0, (d) h* = 2.0, (e) h* = 1.5, (f) h* = 1.2.
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Figure 10. The shape of the ventilated supercavity at the mid-longitudinal plane for various immer-
sion depth conditions (h* = 16.7, 5.7, 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, and 1.2).

Figure 11 presents the relationship between the cavity length and immersion depth,
with the vertical axis representing the dimensionless length of the ventilated supercavity
based on the cavitator diameter and the horizontal axis representing the dimensionless
immersion depth based on the cavitator diameter. Meanwhile, Figure 12 shows the relation-
ship between the maximum diameter of the ventilated supercavity and immersion depth,
with the vertical axis representing the dimensionless maximum diameter based on the
cavitator diameter and the horizontal axis representing the dimensionless immersion depth
based on the cavitator diameter. It is observed that as the immersion depth decreases, the
ventilated supercavity length decreases, and the maximum diameter increases. The primary
reason for this trend is that the distance between the free surface and the upper surface
of the ventilated supercavity decreases, the vertical velocity between the two becomes
shorter and the pressure difference between the two leads to higher acceleration of the
fluid pointing towards the ventilated supercavity, which increases the cavity curvature and
shortens the cavity length [34]. The specific mechanism of the interaction between the free
surface and the ventilated supercavity is explained in Section 4.4.
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Figure 13 presents the ventilated supercavity shape at different cross sections for
various immersion depth conditions (h* = 16.7, 5.7, 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, and 1.2). At high immersion
depths, the ventilated supercavity curves upward along the center line of the model, and
the ventilated supercavity’s cross section is deformed at the tail, forming a “crescent”
region with a high void fraction. Additionally, two hollow tubes are formed in the far flow
field of the ventilated supercavity through which air is leaked, as shown in Figure 13a,b.
Ventilated cavity buoyancy is related to the gravity effect. At shallow immersion depths,
the flow pattern inside the ventilated supercavity is more complex, with gas and water
chaotically distributed. Additionally, the gas–water distribution in the circumferential
direction exhibits high asymmetry, primarily attributed to the impact of the re-entrant
jet [25], as shown in Figure 13c,d.

4.2. Flow Structure and Gas Leakage Behavior under the Influence of Free Surface

Figure 14 depicts the velocity distribution of the ventilated supercavity with different
immersion depth conditions, with the left side showing the middle longitudinal section and
the right side showing the cross section at various locations. The internal flow field of the
ventilated cavity is classified into three regions: the internal boundary layer, the ventilation
influence region, and the reverse flow region. The ventilation influence region is primarily
located at the back of the cavitator, where ventilation jets are ejected from the ventilation
holes. The boundary layer region is located near the ventilated supercavity surface and is
parallel to the mainstream. The reverse flow region is located at the ventilated supercavity
center and is opposite in direction to the mainstream. Under high-immersion conditions
(h* = 16.7, h* = 5.7, and h* = 3.0), the reverse flow region at the ventilated supercavity tail
presents a typical crescent shape and forms two hollow tubes with the same direction as
the mainstream moving downstream. This indicates that the ventilated supercavity mainly
drains downstream through two hollow tubes, as shown in Figure 14a–c. On the other hand,
for shallow immersion conditions (h* = 2.0, h* = 1.5, and h* = 1.2), the flow characteristics
in the wake of the ventilated supercavity are more intricate, consisting of forward and
reverse-flow patterns within the reverse flow region, predominantly influenced by the
presence of the free surface. The shape of the reverse flow region is irregular as a result of
the re-entrant jet, as presented in Figure 14d–f.
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Figure 15 illustrates the velocity profiles for various positions (i.e., x/dc = −3, −6, −9,
−12,−15,−18,−21, and−24), where the vertical axis is the dimensionless vertical position
based on the cavitator diameter and the horizontal axis is the dimensionless axial velocity
based on the inlet incoming velocity. Negative values on the horizontal axis represent the
same direction as the mainstream, while positive values indicate the opposite direction.
Figure 15 displays the presence of internal boundary layers on both the upper and lower
portions of the model. However, due to the 3D asymmetry of the cavity, only a thin region
of the reverse flow is visible at the model’s upper surface. As it moves downstream, the
internal boundary layer thickness changes, due to a larger reverse flow region formed at
the ventilated cavity center. The direction of the internal gas flow gradually aligns with the
mainstream under the influence of water flow viscosity, resulting in a visible zero-velocity
strip between the internal boundary layer and the reverse flow region.

To gain a deeper understanding of the gas leakage mechanism, velocity vectors were
drawn and are presented in Figure 16. The velocity disparity leads to the creation of two
counterrotating trailing vortices at the ventilated supercavity tail, and both rotating trailing
vortices form an upward velocity at the ventilated supercavity centerline, creating the two
hollow tubes under the continuous action of two counterrotating trailing vortices [29], as
shown in Figure 16a,b. The free surface influences the development of the re-entrant jet
at the ventilated supercavity closure region. The twin-vortex tube ruptures into a bubbly
flow that sheds and moves downward under the influence of the re-entrant jet, as shown
in Figure 16d,e.
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conditions, with the left side showing the middle longitudinal section and the right side showing
the cross section at various locations. (a) h* = 16.7, (b) h* = 5.7, (c) h* = 3.0, (d) h* = 2.0, (e) h* = 1.5,
(f) h* = 1.2.
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To gain further insight into the generation of the re-entrant jet, an analysis of the pres-
sure gradient in the ventilated supercavity was conducted. The position of the monitoring
line and the distribution of the pressure gradient on the monitoring line are displayed in
Figures 17 and 18, respectively. The monitoring line is situated in the mid-longitudinal
plane immediately above the model’s upper surface, as depicted in Figure 17. A significant
peak in the pressure gradient was observed at the ventilated supercavity closure region,
indicating the presence of a strong adverse pressure gradient in the gas–water interface near
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the ventilated supercavity closure [25,46]. The adverse pressure gradient resulting from low
pressure inside the ventilated supercavity and high pressure at the ventilated supercavity
closure causes flow separation, causing water penetration into the interior of the cavity
through the air–water interface as a re-entrant jet. As the immersion depth decreases, the
pressure gradient peak at the cavity closure region becomes more pronounced, leading to a
greater likelihood of the re-entrant jet breaking through the air–water interface. Ultimately,
the twin-vortex tube at the cavity closure ruptures into a bubbly flow and periodically
sheds under the continuous influence of the re-entrant jet.
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Figure 19 presents the flow structure and gas leakage mode under the effect of the
free surface. Specifically, Figure 19a depicts a schematic diagram of the high-immersion
condition, and Figure 19b displays the schematic diagram of the shallow-immersion condi-
tion. The ventilation influence region is primarily located at the back of the cavitator, where
ventilation jets are ejected from the ventilation holes. There is a reverse region and an inter-
nal boundary layer downstream of the ventilated cavity. For the internal boundary layer
region, the gas velocity increases from zero to the same velocity as the water flow in the
same direction. For the reverse flow region, two zero-velocity bands can be observed near
the model. One zero velocity band separates the internal boundary layer and the reverse
flow region, while the other zero-velocity band is present at the model’s surface. A more
significant reverse region exists behind the tail of the model. At high immersion depths,
two hollow tubes form at the cavity end, and air leaks through these tubes, resulting in a
typical twin-vortex tube leakage mode. On the other hand, for shallow immersion depths,
the twin-vortex tube at the cavity closure ruptures into a bubbly flow and periodically
sheds under the continuous influence of the re-entrant jet.
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Figure 19. Schematic diagram of the flow structure and gas leakage modes inside the ventilated
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4.3. Deformation of Free Surface

Figures 20 and 21 present the free surface at different immersion depths, respectively.
The free surface deformation is a dimensionless height based on the cavitator diameter,
where the free surface dimensionless height is defined as z∗ = (z− z0)/dc, with z0 being
the free surface original vertical coordinate, z being the free surface vertical coordinate after
perturbation, and dc being the cavitator diameter. As the immersion depth decreases, the
deformation of the free surface increases, mainly because the free surface is more influenced
by the model at shallow immersion depth. Near the ventilated supercavity, the shape of
the free surface is similar to that of the ventilated supercavity. At a position far from the
ventilated supercavity, the shape of the free surface depends on the type of ventilated
supercavity leakage.

In the twin-vortex tube leakage mode, the ventilated supercavity is steadily leaked
through the twin-vortex tubes. The twin-vortex tube floats up under the gravity effect,
which causes the deformation of the free surface, illustrated in Figure 21. In the re-entrant jet
leakage mode, the twin-vortex tube has periodic cavity shedding, causing the free surface
to deform periodically. As the immersion depth decreases, the free surface is deformed to
the same shape as the geometry of the ventilated cavity.

4.4. The Influence Mechanism between the Free Surface and the Ventilated Supercavity

To further investigate the influence mechanism between the free surface and the
ventilated supercavity, velocity vectors and vertical velocity distributions are plotted in
Figures 22 and 23. Figure 23 represents the dimensionless vertical velocity based on the
incoming flow velocity, where the red indicates positive vertical velocity with the direction
pointing to the free surface and the blue indicates negative vertical velocity with the
direction pointing to the ventilated supercavity upper surface. Without the effect of the
free surface, the vertical velocity is mainly positive near the ventilated supercavity upper
surface, and the negative vertical velocity at the cavity tail is almost negligible. As the
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distance between the free surface and the ventilated supercavity becomes shorter, the
positive vertical velocity increases at the head of the cavity, while the negative vertical
velocity increases at the trailing part of the cavity. The cavity curvature increases and
decreases in length under the continuous action of the front and rear vertical velocity.
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Figure 24 is a schematic diagram of the influence mechanism between the free surface
and the ventilated supercavity. When the effect of the free surface is negligible, the vertical
momentum of the ventilated supercavity cannot overcome the buoyancy force, causing the
phenomenon of upward floating, with the vertical velocity on the upper surface of the cavity
pointing upwards, and the ventilated supercavity is mainly affected by the gravity effect. When
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the ventilated cavity is near the free surface, the ventilated supercavity is affected by both the
free surface effect and the gravity effect. The upward floating of the ventilated supercavity
induced by gravity causes the deformation of the free surface, which assumes a shape consistent
with that of the ventilated supercavity. The flow between the upper surface of the ventilated
cavity and the free surface is directed towards the latter at the leading part and towards the
former at the trailing part, due to the influence of free surface effects. The curvature of the
ventilated supercavity increases and its length decreases under the persistent impact of the flow.
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5. Conclusions

The ventilated supercavity near the free surface was investigated by numerical simu-
lation in this paper. The cavity geometry, the internal flow structure, the closure mode, and
the interaction mechanism with the free surface were analyzed. The conclusions are drawn
as follows.

(1) The length and diameter of the ventilated supercavity predicted by numerical
simulation are consistent with the experimental data. Ventilated cavities are asymmetrical
under the influence of gravity. As the immersion depth decreases, the ventilated supercavity
length decreases, and the maximum diameter increases.

(2) Twin-vortex tube leakage mode is observed at high immersion depths, and re-
entrant jet leakage mode is observed at shallow immersion depths. For the twin-vortex
tube leakage mode, the cavity is symmetrical from left to right, while for the re-entrant jet
leakage mode, the cavity has asymmetry at the tail.

(3) The internal flow field of the ventilated supercavity is classified into three regions:
the internal boundary layer, the ventilation influence region, and the reverse flow region.
For shallow immersion conditions (h* = 2.0, h* = 1.5, and h* = 1.2), the flow characteristics
in the wake of the ventilated supercavity are more intricate, mainly due to the free surface,
a stronger reverse pressure gradient is formed at the cavity closure, which promotes
flow separation.

(4) The interaction mechanism between the free surface and the ventilated cavity is
through the vertical velocity between the two. When the ventilated supercavity is affected
by both the free surface effect and the gravity effect, the gravity effect causes the ventilated
supercavity to float upward, and the free surface effect alters the flow near the upper
surface of the ventilated supercavity, leading to an increase in the curvature and a decrease
in the length of the ventilated supercavity.
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